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TRENDS & FORECASTING 

The Future Of UBI Is In Doubt 

 

By Nicholas West 

The arrival of autonomous systems and the myriad technologies         
that make up the Fourth Industrial Revolution have been         
accompanied by some rather dire warnings across the        
mediascape. This impending “robot apocalypse” has inspired the        
workforce, economic pundits and governments alike to scramble        
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for solutions. Similar to the technological revolutions of the past,          
there can be no doubt that many people will be caught in this             
transition without the requisite skills to remain economically        
relevant. However, if artificial intelligence spreads as widely as         
some experts currently predict, it eventually could render nearly         
everyone economically irrelevant. 

The two images below highlight the scale that the Fourth          
Industrial Revolution is expected to encompass across the        
developing world, as well as the developed. 
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Source: Futurism 

One of the solutions that continues gaining traction is for the State            
to offer a guaranteed amount of money to stave off the presumed            
widespread unemployment and poverty that could result: a        
Universal Basic Income (UBI). 

As AlterNet noted, the concept of a monthly stipend from          
government is not new. 

UBI has been gestating for years, even popping up in the           
late-'60s as a "Family Assistance” proposal from President        
Richard Nixon, not long after Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.          
proposed it publicly (Nixon’s proposal failed). The go-go '80s         
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of the Reagan years pushed it into the nether regions of           
cultural memory. 

However, the most recent calls for a basic income are coming in            
the form of a “capitalist welfare” (or “luxury communism” if you           
prefer) where the very same people who many believe are          
responsible for an impending calamitous job loss – the Big Tech           
titans – are most vocally supporting the idea. Perhaps this is           
because at some point one would have to assume that the falling            
number of consumers who can afford tech products have a more           
negative impact than the positives generated by the economic         
efficiencies of automation.  

Regardless of real or perceived reasons, under such a plan it is            
the government (taxes from actual people) that must presumably         
level out the rising inequality. The end result is an uncomfortable           
collusion between private interests and the government that is not          
ideal for proponents of the purest forms of economic liberty. 

In Issue 3 of Counter Markets we explored the measures that we            
can take right now to help insulate ourselves from the changes           
ahead. Maintaining our human intellect during the shift to artificial          
intelligence – i.e. critical reasoning, creativity, social skills and         
intuition – form the foundation of this approach, but I would advise            
readers who missed that issue to click here and investigate the           
careers that should be immune for at least the near future. 

Since that third issue where we explored the risks associated with           
automation, it is hard to argue that the trend has lost any            
momentum. Several nations have tacitly admitted defeat and        
have already instituted State-sponsored solutions to thwart       
worsening economic hardship or full-scale human outsourcing to        
robots and artificial intelligence. As we’ve stated many times: we          
can ignore government all we want, but the government’s         
insistence on their own mandated solutions will have each of us           
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as a target. Fortunately, we are beginning to see small-scale          
examples of how such a government proposal is structured, from          
disparate parts of the planet, that can help us to better understand            
if the idea of a guaranteed income is worth continued exploration. 

It is an axiom that there is often a point where idealism is             
confronted head on by reality. Universal Basic Income might just          
wind up being one of those idealistic experiments. Let’s take a           
look at how these programs have been set up so far, what            
proposals are on the table, and what some of the early feedback            
is showing. 

Finland 
Finland has been the poster child of the UBI movement over the            
last several years. It is a nation that is technologically advanced,           
fiscally sound (for now), and has a population familiar with          
socialist-light governance. And it’s the happiest place in the world,          
after all. It would appear to be the perfect test-bed for such an             
economic experiment. But not all is well beneath the surface. 

Firstly, even though Finland has been promoted across the world          
for its progressive approach to social welfare through UBI, since          
its introduction in 2017 it really has not been universal. The trial            
program of roughly $700 per month tax free was given at random            
to 2,000 of those who were among the long-term unemployed. 

Just two years into the experiment, Finland’s government has         
been confronted with a growing reality – its population is rapidly           
aging out, and signs point to a struggle ahead in paying for this             
growing pool of retirees. The UBI experiment is being scrapped          
early as the evidence seems to indicate that getting paid not to            
work is really not much of an incentive to join the workforce and             
contribute to the much-needed welfare provided to others under         
the Finnish model: 
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The existing unemployment benefits were so high, the        
Finnish government argued, and the system so rigid, an         
unemployed person might choose not to take a job as they           
would risk losing money by doing so – the higher your           
earnings, the lower your social benefits. The basic income         
was meant as an incentive for people to start working. 

But in December last year, the Finnish parliament passed a          
bill that is taking the country’s welfare system in quite the           
opposite direction. The new ‘activation model’ law requires        
jobseekers to work a minimum of 18 hours for three months           
– if you don’t manage to find such a job, you lose some of              
your benefits. And Finance Minister Petteri Orpo already has         
plans for a new project once the basic income pilot          
concludes in December 2018. (Source: Business Insider) 

Naturally, those in favor of UBI cite the limited data from this            
experiment, both in its “universality” and its duration, but for now           
UBI in Finland is DOA. 

Canada 
Although slightly more under the radar than Finland, Canada’s         
program was actually larger than Finland’s, comprising 4,000        
individuals within the Ontario province. Nevertheless, it didn’t take         
even two years to reach a conclusion about its potential – it took             
only two months.  

In this case, it appears that a shift from a liberal to a conservative              
government could have been the culprit, as not much supporting          
data has been offered other than a general statement about the           
“high cost” at 150 million Canadian dollars over the scheduled          
three years of its implementation.  
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Anecdotal evidence from the individuals affected clearly shows        
disappointment over the cancellation, but there appears to be no          
plan to revitalize the initiative. 

Italy 
Italy’s economy has been an unmitigated disaster over the last          
several years, falling into a technical recession in 2018. Naturally,          
the new government is blaming the old for not resolving a crisis            
that they should have seen coming. However, rather than address          
those specifics, the new “populist” government is getting ready to          
embark on a plan that assuredly will only expand centralized          
administration over the economy.  

Italy is referring to its Universal Basic Income scheme as a           
“citizen’s income,” perhaps trying to deflect any negative        
connotations that have cropped up over the failure of other          
programs. Bloomberg offers some of the early details: 

Italy’s new citizens’ income is for households earning less         
than 9,360 euros ($10,612) a year. It’s made up of an           
income support scheme and a housing allowance, which can         
add up to 780 euros a month for a single person with no             
income. It is aimed at pensioners and people of working age.           
The latter must be willing to accept a suitable job, or else            
lose the benefit – hence its difference to more radical basic           
income schemes. Companies will get a discount on their         
social security contributions when they hire a citizens’        
income recipient... 

Administration is another serious obstacle. Italy’s job centers        
are famously inefficient, particularly those in the poorer        
south. The government wants to recruit thousands of new         
workers for them, but it will take years to get the new            
structure running properly. The citizens’ income is expected        
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to kick off from the spring, when many new hires won’t have            
been recruited or trained properly. 

Finally, there’s a real problem with compliance. The scheme         
is most generous for those who claim they earn nothing. This           
includes the poorest – but also tax avoiders. And since Italy           
has a real problem with revenue cheats, the state needs to           
toughen up its enforcement hugely to make sure they don’t          
prosper. The new checks appear burdensome, especially for        
money held in current accounts – where controls will clash          
with privacy. And there’s a danger of tens of thousands of           
work relationships slipping into the black economy, so        
workers can get the benefit while earning an undeclared         
wage. 

Translation: Regardless of the name change, this UBI variant is          
DOA in Italy. 

United States 
Interestingly, here we have some success stories (though I would          
argue that those few ongoing programs are anything but         
universal) … but many more proposals, false starts and failures. 

The table below from MIT Technology Review offers a snapshot          
of offerings past, present and future. 
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Stockton, California is also among the more recent entries         
engaging in a very small 18-month experiment where 100         
residents receive $500 per month. When announced, Stockton’s        
Mayor made an appeal to civil rights in regard to economic           
inequality: 

Tubbs tells NPR the city will consider applicants through         
June and pay out from a $1.2 million fund of charity grants.            
Tubbs cites Martin Luther King Jr. as an inspiration—King         
endorsed “a guaranteed minimum income for all people”        
during a 1967 speech at Stanford, and on other occasions. 

At least that program came from charity and not from other           
taxpayers. 

Lastly, Y Combinator has embarked upon a privatized $60 million          
scheme to offer 1,000 recipients $1,000 per month and 2,000          
recipients $50 per month in a 3-5 experiment. 

India 
India is continuing down a path toward technocracy at one of the            
fastest rates in the world, so perhaps it should be expected that            
their centralized free money plan is the most ambitious.  

It speaks volumes about the scale of India’s population that its           
smallest state, Sikkim, has 610,577 citizens. And, according to         
The Washington Post, every single person is slated to receive a           
basic income under a plan that could be rolled out as soon as             
2022.  

Although the report is lacking specifics, the measure is being          
touted as an “anti-poverty plan,” and is occurring in what is           
recognized as India’s most historically progressive area: 

"If there is one chance of it happening anywhere, it is           
Sikkim," said P.D. Rai, the sole member of India's parliament          
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from the state. Sikkim already has a progressive track         
record: it was one of the first Indian states to ban plastic            
bags way back in 1998 - a ban that it has managed to             
implement successfully unlike many other states. It has also         
provided housing for all its citizens. Most recently, it became          
the country's first organic state, eliminating the use of         
pesticides and fertilizers. 

Its social indexes also stand out from the rest of the country,            
with a literacy rate of 98 percent, and it has managed to            
significantly bring the percentage of people living below the         
poverty line to just about 8 percent - compared to nearly 30            
percent nationally. Sikkim's small geographic area and low        
population density have been responsible, in part, for its         
success. 

Rai acknowledges that there will be challenges. "It's a matter          
of political will ultimately," he said. "With the rise of global           
inequality, we want to ensure that we bridge the gap." Rai           
declined to reveal how much the program, which was         
announced ahead of upcoming elections this spring, would        
potentially cost the state. The tourism and power sectors will          
be tapped to raise the resources. With over 2.5 million          
tourists coming annually, tourism is a major source of         
revenue. Being a surplus power generating state, Sikkim        
sells 90 percent of its hydropower. For now, he said, the           
government is holding meetings with experts and       
stakeholders and expects to roll out the scheme by 2022. 

If successful (for an extended period of time), it very well could            
form a model that is adopted on an even wider scale. 

A Decentralized Solution? 
Many pundits have cited a global economic downturn as a macro           
trend that would scuttle the success of wider UBI implementation,          
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but Coin Journal recently highlighted these conditions as the         
perfect impetus for reimagining the essence of UBI, similar in          
some ways to the rhetoric coming out of Italy. However, the new            
wrinkle is that money generation and distribution would become         
reliant upon decentralized cryptocurrencies and blockchain      
governance that, in theory, should be impervious to centralized         
mismanagement as well as the mechanisms of interest rates and          
inflation. 

CJ points to new initiatives such as GoodDollar which is working           
with others in the crypto space like eToro to “establish an           
OpenUBI ecosystem … that explores how cryptocurrency and        
blockchain technology may reduce inequality through models       
based on universal basic income (UBI).” 

The initiative is still in its formative stages, but their presentations           
and interviews from Web Summit 2018 available HERE are worth          
listening to in order to at least provide an alternative framework           
that stands in ideological contrast to what governments across the          
world continue to peddle. 

Closing Thoughts 
Firstly, I would encourage anyone who feels that UBI is a           
fly-by-night idea destined for the dust-bin as failures continue to          
mount, to not forget that government can be very stubborn when it            
comes to the opportunity for centralization – especially globally. In          
the last week, in fact, a report from Geneva contained statements           
from the “Global Commission on the Future of Work” that          
encapsulate the globalist view of solutions. My emphasis added: 

Among the commission’s recommendations was the      
establishment of an international governance system for       
digital labor platforms to ensure technology supports,       
rather than supplants, decent work. 
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To illustrate that such an international labor code was         
workable, Ramaphosa and ILO Director-General Guy Ryder       
cited the ILO’s 2006 Maritime Labour Convention, which set         
minimum working and living standards for all seafarers        
working on ships flying the flags of ratifying countries. 

The commission, which deliberated for 18 months, proposed        
other far-reaching reforms to promote decent work, including        
ending the corporate focus on quarterly financial reporting,        
investment in lifelong learning and using broader metrics        
than simple GDP to measure success. 

Ryder said the commission had also vigorously discussed        
the merits of governments providing a universal basic        
income, but decided against recommending such a step        
directly… 

“The future of employment is not going to be         
determined alone by the autonomous forward march of        
technology and technologies. It depends on policy,”       
Ryder said. 

Depending on policy choices, technology could create       
positive outcomes for jobs and societies, or lead to what          
Germany’s Chancellor Angela Merkel had called 19th       
century-style “digital day laborers”, he said. 

Frightening language. But of course professional policy makers        
would see policy as the final solution. 

We should also remember the ongoing insistence for minimum         
wage increases that this type of mentality facilitates – like the           
recent push for $33 hour in New York City! – despite repeated            
evidence showing its fallacy. 
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It truly might be too early to tell if some version of a Universal              
Basic Income could provide needed assistance as our        
autonomous future continues to spread across the landscape, but         
it is difficult to conceive of a centralized system run by the State             
that could protect us better than we can protect ourselves through           
individual innovation and cooperation. 

How do you feel about a decentralized solution that still embraces           
the concept of a universal income? Could this be a valid way to             
bridge the ideological gap between the State and voluntaryists?         
Would this legitimately solve inequality occurring from inept        
centralized management systems and their corrupt brethren who        
siphon the stolen fruits of our labor to the top of the pyramid? 
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Can Reputation Replace Regulation? 

 

By Vin Armani  
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Technology is flattening old hierarchies. Industries are being        
decentralized. Culture is being democratized. This paradigm shift        
is something that many well-meaning public intellectuals predicted        
and prayed for toward the end of the last century. For those            
erstwhile prophets, the coming of a society where communication         
(of information and value) was peer-to-peer, liberated from the         
existing central authorities, was an altogether “good thing.” The         
truth is always more nuanced.  

Skyrocketing depression and suicide rates among youth raised        
with the global information and communication network       
permanently at their fingertips indicated that the march of         
progress has come, as it always does, with economic and social           
tradeoffs just as had been the case in preceding ages. 

For the Counter Markets reader, the general transfer of risk from           
traditional corporate entities to “random people on the Internet”         
has special significance. The decrepit and corrupt regulatory        
regime that has come to be the bane of entrepreneurs in even the             
most “business-friendly” of jurisdictions is finding itself virtually        
powerless in the face of decentralization.  
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If it wasn’t for the State’s ability to threaten and coerce the various             
exchanges which have gone through the arduous task of         
submitting to licensing and regulation, governments would       
essentially have no means for seizing cryptocurrency assets from         
the individuals and businesses transacting on Bitcoin and other         
networks.  

The inability for government regulation of an economy where risk          
is distributed among random people on the Internet, has its          
negative aspects as well. In this article, I will explore how           
reputation must necessarily come to replace regulation in a         
decentralized economy. 

The stated purpose of the veritable alphabet soup of industrial          
regulatory agencies – in the US: USDA, EPA, FDA, OSHA, FAA,           
et al. – is to regulate economic activity for the protection of the             
public. I’m not prepared to call these agencies highly effective. I           
believe that businesses are mostly self-regulating. That being        
said, the current industrial landscape still consists of just a handful           
of mega-corporations in control of most of the economic activity in           
developed nations. Whether the enforcement arms of government        
agencies are effective or not, it would be hard to argue that the             
guidelines and regulatory frameworks that have been provided by         
those agencies to the megacorps aren't a net positive.  

What happens when the hierarchy flattens out? How do you, as a            
consumer, protect yourself when the market share in an industry          
is dispersed among a sea of “random people?” Regulation is just           
not going to cut it. Reputation is the answer. 

Reputation is something with which humans, as social creatures,         
are intimately familiar. Our species evolved in an environment         
where tribal groups of under 150 individuals were the norm. For           
most of human existence, an individual would have had an          
intimate knowledge of the personality, behaviors, and past        
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behaviors of literally everyone they came into contact with on a           
daily basis. If you lived in the typical village, anywhere in the            
world, even 300 years ago, your basic understanding of the          
people in your community (for instance, who was reliable and who           
wasn’t) would be mirrored by every other member of your          
community – a powerful and invaluable consensus regarding        
reputation.  

As society urbanized and humans spent more of their time          
interacting with strangers, business entities (primarily      
corporations) emerged as the intermediary entity which could hold         
reputation. For instance, you might not know any of the staff at a             
particular Walgreens pharmacy, but you have a relationship with         
the Walgreens brand that gives you a sense of trust for the            
Walgreens employees. Although your own experiences at       
Walgreens are important and valuable, most valuable to        
Walgreens is the ability to leverage your past history with the           
brand to gain trust with new customers who have some          
relationship with you.  

The digital commodification of reputation is a new phenomenon,         
but one which has already proven to be invaluable to buyers and            
sellers alike. 

At its most basic, reputation is a shared history. Your reputation is            
the aggregate of the interactions you’ve had with many         
individuals. When we encounter someone for the first time,         
particularly in the context of an economic exchange, there is great           
value in being able to query others with whom we have done            
business in the past as to the trustworthiness (based on those           
other individuals’ experiences) of our potential counterparty. Who        
among us hasn’t asked a friend about their experience at a local            
restaurant? How was the food? Was the service good?  
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When eBay, the first major peer-to-peer market on the Internet,          
first hit the scene, it introduced an entire generation to the power            
of a merchant rating system. Merchants were, for the first time,           
able to immediately compete along a reputation dimension. A         
seller with a high satisfaction rating who sold the same product at            
the same price as a competitor with a poor “reputation” was more            
likely to get the sale. In the two decades since eBay pioneered            
commodified reputation, merchant and service provider ratings       
have become the norm. From Amazon to Uber, empirical         
measures of reputation form a critical part of the machinery of           
modern commerce. Consumers trust the reputation engines. 

Commodified reputation does have its challenges. Reputation       
engines are natural targets of Sybil Attacks. The Sybil Attack is           
named after the title character of the book and film, Sybil. Sybil,            
played by Sally Field in the movie, had multiple personalities. A           
Sybil Attack is the use, by a single individual, of multiple personas            
in a consensus-based network or system – a system which relies           
on reputation. The most ubiquitous Sybil Attacks in recent         
memory have been against Yelp.  

Shady companies have existed for years that provide, with         
increasing sophistication, “fake reviews” for a fee. Businesses that         
want to raise their reputation can pay for what appear to be            
genuine postings of glowing reviews. More nefarious actors pay         
for negative reviews to be posted to their competitors’ Yelp pages.           
A long-time attorney friend of mine was able to bootstrap several           
new offices, focused on DUI defense, in a matter of months by            
paying one of these companies for hundreds of fake reviews.          
Thankfully, my friend and his firm are terrific attorneys and the           
genuine reviews that they received later have all been five-star as           
well. Yelp, eBay, Amazon, and Airbnb, however, are only         
scratching the surface of what technologies like the blockchain         
will allow to be done with reputation. 
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Reputation and identification have a natural correlation. Returning        
to our village scenario, because you were intimately familiar with          
virtually everyone you might come across during your day, you          
could make easy identification by sight and would immediately         
have access to your mental model for the reputation of that           
person. In a modern context, given a few pieces of identifying           
data, such as a photo of a driver’s license and social security            
number, you can get access to a trove of reputational data about            
an individual you have never met. In a few contexts, such as with             
credit reporting, we use “identity” as a synonym for “reputation.”          
Taken to the extreme, this correlation can lead to dystopian          
frameworks like China’s emerging Social Credit System, which        
will, no doubt, lead to increased repression of that country’s          
population. Public cryptocurrency ledgers, like Bitcoin, are       
perfectly suited to be reputation engines. Unlike China’s        
centralized system, though, Bitcoin has the capability to allow         
users to balance reputation with privacy. 

In an economic context, privacy and reputation are mutually         
exclusive concepts. In fact, the primary reason to consciously         
conduct a private transaction (i.e. buying drugs or hiring a sex           
worker with paper fiat) is so that the transaction doesn’t affect           
your reputation. Reputation, once again, is information about your         
past behavior shared between two other parties. A business that          
kindly asks that you give them a Yelp review is asking you to             
share your personal history with others, to turn it into a “shared            
history.” Companies with stellar reputations have a positive        
narrative in the public consciousness … a positive history, shared          
universally among consumers.  

Bitcoin, particularly with the advent of new token protocols, allows          
merchants and consumers to present their past economic activity         
to those with whom they want to build reputation, and to do so in              
a semi-private manner, proving their “ownership” of reputation        
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through the use of public key cryptography. Basically, the same          
private keys that you use to spend funds from a particular address            
can digitally sign any data and prove that you are in control of the              
wallet that did the economic activity associated with the address          
(or addresses) that you choose to present as your         
reputation/identification for any given interaction. Because you       
can generate an unlimited number of addresses, you will be able           
to partition your reputation should you so desire. 

If you are, like me, a voluntaryist, you may have a natural            
inclination toward maximum privacy for your economic activity.        
That’s a reasonable position in an environment when an         
overarching State stands ever ready to separate you from your          
assets. In a massively decentralized market, however, like a         
“hyperbitcoinized” market, where the State can’t simply seize your         
funds, even if it is aware that you have those funds, those who             
choose privacy over reputation may end up at a disadvantage. 

Even now, if you are a financially responsible individual, allowing          
yourself some exposure to credit (so long as you stay “all paid            
up”) puts you in a much better financial position (a good credit            
score) than a person who has significantly more “private liquidity.”          
Even if I earn more money than you with my cash and crypto-only             
enterprises, your steady job with direct deposit and decades of          
credit cards kept current make you more attractive to institutional          
lenders.  

There are always trade-offs. Tokenized reputation that can be         
queried and authenticated on the blockchain represent something        
entirely new. Once tokenized, can reputation be sold on the open           
market? Can reputation token become a form of currency unto          
themselves? 
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The nine most terrifying words in the English language are,          
“I’m from the government and I’m here to help.” – Ronald           
Reagan 

The regulators haven’t had a good reputation for quite some time.           
Trust in government is steadily eroding. If you are reading          
Counter Markets, this is not news. Regulation served a purpose          
as a bridge to give a layer of trust as disparate groups of people,              
with different languages and cultures, all came together in urban          
settings during the last century. The Internet is bringing us back to            
“the village,” albeit a global village. We have the capability, in           
real-time, to see and hear individuals (and have them see and           
hear us) on the other side of the planet, or even in orbit. As the               
global village expands, we will inevitably follow the natural course          
toward a reliance on reputation, as opposed to State regulation, in           
protecting ourselves, our families, and our businesses.  
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WEALTH 

Stealth Wealth And Unregistered Assets 

 

By Jeff Paul 

Something ugly is coming. The economy teeters on the edge.          
Stock market is volatile. Currencies are unstable. Debt is         
unsustainable. Traditional jobs are going extinct. Demographics       
are changing; Boomers are downsizing while Millennials are        
weighed down by student loans. Trade wars with China are          
ramping up. Venezuela is a tinderbox. All of this points to a            
market correction. Politicians are already clamoring to take more         
of your stuff. Imagine their lust when the crisis hits. To protect            
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yourself from the market downturn and greedy politicians, it's         
useful to identify unregistered assets to store stealth wealth. 

Prominent Democrats are competing to become the       
Commander-In-Thief. Presidential hopeful Elizabeth Warren     
proposed a wealth confiscation tax; Bernie Sanders has proposed         
a 90% inheritance tax; and Alexandria Ocasio Cortez proposes a          
70% marginal tax rate on income. And they're popular! We see           
where this is headed. 

Whether you're filthy rich or trying to appear poor, protecting          
yourself with unregistered assets is essential. You can potentially         
store millions of dollars in hidden wealth across a variety of the            
assets like art, tools, materials, equipment and much more. 

Yet you must assess your ability to take care of them. As you will              
see, most are physical things that require maintenance to retain          
their value. It's probably best to only accumulate things you plan           
to actually use and appreciate. Otherwise you can easily descend          
into cluttered hoarding. 

Here's my list of some of the best places store wealth without            
exposure to taxation. 

Cash 
Physical cash is one of the best unregistered assets because it           
is convenient to store and it's easily transferable for goods and           
services. 

Digital Assets 
Cryptocurrency literally means hidden money. The      
cryptocurrency market correction may continue for another 12-18        
months, but holding some in your portfolio offers financial privacy          
and an efficient way to trade for goods and services. 
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Precious Metals 
Gold has a long history of being stealth wealth. It's been a boring             
investment since 2011. But now it looks ready for a bull run.            
Combine the technical view below with the growing economic         
instability around the world, and gold seems like it's ready to           
break out to the upside. 

Gold chart since 2005 

Silver is another excellent way to store wealth anonymously.         
Silver will likely ride gold's coattails on the way up, and it has the              
potential to outperform gold if the historic gold-to-silver ratio         
returns closer to its average. At gold's recent peak in 2011, the            
gold-to-silver ratio hit a low of 37.98. Today it sits at 80. If gold              
goes to $2000/ounce (35% increase) and the ratio returns to 40,           
silver will be $50/ounce (213% increase). Buy gold and silver          
coins (even with crypto) here. 

Jewelry is also an outstanding way to store wealth privately and           
get intrinsic enjoyment from your investment. But be aware that          
jewelry is more difficult to sell or trade than recognizable coins. 
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Art and Collectibles 

My 15-year-old son is a huge movie buff. He has an original            
double-sided movie poster in mint condition of soon-to-be cult         
classic Scott Pilgrim vs The World. Although it's only valued          
around $175 today (framed), it could mature like a savings bond           
as time goes by. Original movie posters can sell for many           
thousands of dollars. Plus, he loves viewing it. 
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You'll live a much richer life by surrounding yourself with beautiful           
things and storing your wealth in items that are meaningful to you.            
It's worth noting that art and collectibles can also be difficult to            
liquidate especially during recessions. They're valuable to people        
who share the same culture or interests. The more widespread          
the interest, the easier it is to liquidate art and collectibles at a fair              
value. 

● Paintings and rare prints: Invest in art that appeals to you. 
● Rare movie or concert posters 
● Rare books: Get first edition of books that you cherish. 
● Vinyl records 
● Sports memorabilia 
● Sculptures 
● Antiques 

Equipment 
Equipment is a great unregistered store of value because they          
can be used to create more value. You can hold thousands upon            
thousands in equipment without having to declare any of it. It's not            
a bad idea to invest in the best equipment on the market. Superior             
equipment works better, lasts longer, and retains value better. My          
focus has been to accumulate equipment that delivers more         
personal independence. Here are a few to consider: 

● Appliances: chest freezers, extra fridge, grill, brick oven,        
wood cook stove. 

● Generators 
● Solar panels and windmills 
● Battery bank: Tesla Powerwall or comparable. 
● Outbuildings 
● Greenhouse 
● Vehicles: quads, golf carts, electric scooters. 
● Tractors 
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● Water collection and filtration 
● Furniture 
● Sawmill 
● Woodstove 
● BBQ Grill 
● HomeBiogas 
● Propane tanks 
● Air compressor 
● Equipment trailers 
● Boats 
● Bicycles 

Tools 

 

Tools have incredible value especially when you put them to use.           
Again, buying top-of-the-line tools is typically a better investment         
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than buying cheaper alternatives because they last longer and         
their reputation is valued by others. 

Here's a short list of tools that most people value in good times or              
bad: 

● Garden tools: shovels, hoe, wheelbarrow, machete, potting       
gear, etc. 

● Power tools: drill, chainsaw, saws, welding, power washer,        
rototiller, nail gun.  

● Hand tools: hammers, wrenches, screw drivers, ratchets,       
drills, staple gun. 

● Woodworking tools: hand saws, axes, hatchet, chisels, etc. 
● Firearms and ammunition 
● Kitchen tools: small appliances, mixers, mills, cast iron        

cookware, canning jars. 
● Fermenting and distilling gear 
● Drones 
● Media technology: cameras, microphones, computers,     

TVs, etc. 
● Fishing gear 
● Archery gear 
● Sewing machine 
● Books (the paper kind) 

Materials 
Materials are incredibly valuable unregistered assets. Again,       
especially if you intend to use them as opposed to hoarding them            
with the intention of selling them in the future. If you have a             
creative hobby or side hustle that requires material supplies, store          
extra. Here are a few general materials that may be worth having            
on hand. 

● Lumber 
● Construction Hardware: nails, screws, bolts, hinges, etc. 
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● Roofing 
● Compost 
● Firewood 
● Fabric 
● Fencing 
● Fuel 

Food 

 
Storing $1000-$2000 in your food pantry should be one of your           
first unregistered investments. “Store what you eat and eat what          
you store” is another quote by the wise Jack Spirko. Creating           
multiple forms of food production is also an excellent way to           
secure hidden wealth.  
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● Pantry: Pack your pantry with food you already eat. 
● Spices 
● Garden Seeds 
● Fruit and nut trees: Invest in perennial food plants. 
● Yeast  
● Livestock 
● Alcohol 
● Cooking fuel 

Health 
Are toiletries and medicine getting less or more expensive as time           
goes by? These are items that you will use for the rest of your life.               
Having extra health supplies is better than money in the bank. 

● Toiletries: TP, tampons, soap, shampoo, deodorant,      
toothpaste, Q-tips, etc. 

● Medicine: back-up prescriptions, Advil, lotions, oils, antacid,       
antibiotics, etc. 

● First Aid supplies: bandaids, gauze, wraps, syringes,       
stitches kit, etc. 

Land 
Obviously land is a recorded asset. But anyone can live close to            
resource-rich land like national forests. Renting a home close to          
nature is valuable. Go hiking. Know your hunting and fishing          
spots. Identify water holes and stores of firewood. Get a physical           
map of the area. This knowledge is stored wealth if “times get            
tough, or even if they don't” as Jack Spirko says. 

Owning a piece of land for vacations or a bug-out location near a             
large preserved forest can be done in a trust or with a group of              
friends to mask your interest. 

Additionally, you can sign long-term leases with an option to          
purchase for a home, farmland or hunting grounds. This gives you           
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full use-rights of the property with the potential to benefit from           
appreciation without ever having to register as the “owner.” 

For instance, say you have $60,000 cash to buy land. You could            
approach a seller of a $120,000 lot with a 10-year lease           
agreement at $1000/month with an option to purchase for         
$120,000. Your $60,000 cash gives you the ability to pay up to            
five years rent upfront. You could also apply some (or all) of the             
lease payment to the purchase price. These numbers can be          
adjusted countless ways. It basically works the same as         
purchasing with owner financing, except the ownership title        
doesn't change hands. 

This arrangement allows you to fully leverage real estate without          
registering as the owner. Taking ownership title is a slightly          
stronger legal position than this contract, but there are ways to           
protect yourself like registering the option as a cloud on the title            
and getting a limited Power of Attorney from the seller to act on             
their behalf to pull permits at city hall, etc. A good real estate             
attorney is crucial for this type of deal. 

I've done many lease-option deals and may write a full article on            
this strategy in a future issue of Counter Markets. 

Conclusion 
Your hard-earned nest egg faces threats from economic crisis         
and tax-thirsty vampires in government. Any small step you can          
take to protect your wealth and avoid taxation will be a huge            
benefit if the economy collapses or even if it doesn't. Start making            
a list of the unregistered assets that make sense for you to            
accumulate. Happy hunting! 
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BONUS REPORT 

Book Review: Counter-Economics: From the Back Alleys to        
the Stars, the final, unfinished work from Samuel E. Konkin III 

 

By Derrick Broze 

Here at the Counter Markets newsletter we owe a great debt to            
activist, philosopher, and author Samuel Edward Konkin III.        
Indeed, our goal of giving people strategies for succeeding         
outside of the rigged system is directly inspired by Konkin's work.           
With that in mind we are going to take a brief look at the              
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philosophy of this relatively unknown thinker and strategist. We         
will also be reviewing his final, unfinished, previously unreleased         
book, Counter-Economics: From the Back Alleys to the Stars. 

Over the course of thirty years, Konkin wrote, edited, and          
published newsletters and magazines such as Laissez Faire, New         
Libertarian Notes, and 101 issues of New Libertarian Weekly.         
Known to his friends as SEK3, Mr. Konkin graduated cum laude           
from the University of Alberta. He received his Masters in          
Theoretical Chemistry at New York University before pursuing his         
lifelong efforts to promote his philosophy of Counter-Economics        
and Agorism. He founded the New Libertarian Alliance, the         
Movement of the Libertarian Left, and served as Executive         
Director of the outreach organization The Agorist Institute. 

In 1974, SEK3 first outlined the strategy of using the          
underground, or counter-economy, as a way to starve the State of           
resources. He believed that as more people consciously choose         
to pull their time, money, and resources out of the mainstream           
statist economy, the State would gradually be starved of tax          
revenue and moral support. He also believed this        
counter-economy could create independently wealthy black and       
gray market entrepreneurs who could create alternatives to the         
State and lay the foundation for a future stateless society. He           
called this strategy counter-economics. He called his combination        
of libertarian philosophy and counter-economic strategy Agorism. 

SEK3 began developing his philosophy of Agorism and strategy         
of counter-economics in the early 1970s before writing the         
seminal New Libertarian Manifesto. The NLM laid out the black          
market-anarchist platform in all its glorious detail. It is in this book            
that Konkin took the libertarian philosophy promoted and        
explained by Murray Rothbard to its logical and consistent         
conclusion: an individual who aims to live by the Non-Aggression          
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Principle and remain consistent in this principle must reject the          
State and seek ways to avoid the plunder of this violent institution. 

The book was well-received by the libertarian community and         
even welcomed by Rothbard himself. 

Konkin’s writings are to be welcomed. Because we need a          
lot more polycentrism in the movement. Because he shakes         
up Partyarchs who tend to fall into unthinking complacency.         
And especially because he cares deeply about liberty and         
can read and write, qualities which seem to be going out of            
style in the libertarian movement. – Murray Rothbard 

Konkin's second book, An Agorist Primer, was released in 2008          
following his death in 2004. The work further illuminated the path           
to what Konkin called “New Libertarianism” or “Agorism.” Konkin         
took the time to lay out the difference between practicing          
libertarianism in theory and actually living the philosophy. 

Before his death, Konkin was intending to release a third book           
titled Counter-Economics. Konkin envisioned the book as an        
academic tome that would rival Marx's Communist Manifesto. In         
his outline to the final chapter of Counter-Economics, Konkin         
wrote: 

The promised final chapter spelling out the full integration of          
libertarian theory and countereconomic practice is      
presented. This section will eventually be expanded to a full          
volume with a heavier, academic style and the book will be           
promised to readers for a follow-up (a sort of         
Counter-Economics II for sequel lovers).  

Unfortunately, during Konkin's life he was unable to find a          
publisher for the book. He never finished the book, and his vision            
for the release was not realized. However, Konkin outlined 18          
chapters for the book and wrote ten. Unfortunately, as of 2019,           
only six of the ten completed chapters have been found. Thanks           
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to the longtime libertarian activist and publisher Victor Koman,         
what survives of the book has now been released to the public in             
ebook format under the title Counter-Economics: From the Back         
Alleys to the Stars. 

"Counter-Economics was intended to be the magnum opus of         
SEK III. Planned as the distillation of all his work and research            
over 15 years of libertarian/anarchist activism, Konkin died in         
2004 without finishing the book. This edition includes the first six           
chapters and the outline for the other twelve," Koman writes. 

The table of contents gives a glimpse into the vision SEK3 had for             
the final product. The chapters include: 

● Tax Counter-Economics 
● International Counter-Economics 
● Soviet Counter–Economics 
● Drug Counter-Economics 
● Inflation Counter-Economics 
● Information Counter-Economics 
● Smuggling Counter-Economics 
● Transportation Counter-Economics 
● Energy Counter-Economics 
● Human Counter-Economics 
● Dissenters and Intellectual Counter-Economics 
● Sex Counter-Economics 
● Feminist Counter-Economics 
● Justice Counter-Economics 
● Psychology Counter-Economics 
● Understanding Counter-Economics 
● Opposing Counter-Economics 

In his introduction to the book, Konkin described the work as part            
self-help, part personal liberation manual, part financial advisory,        
part esoteric economics text, part anti-political platform, part        
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exposé of underground life and part anarchist cookbook. It's clear          
he had grand plans for his third book. 

"That may sound confusing, but the main purpose of this writing is            
to extract unity from these topics usually unconnected in most          
minds today," Konkin wrote. "I hope it will indeed amuse and           
excite the reader about another, accessible way of life, give new           
explanation to some of the vexing problems that beset our social           
life, and perhaps solve a few." 

It's important to understand the roots of the phrase         
counter-economics. "As counter-establishment culture proved     
unwieldy in the 1960s and was shortened to counterculture —          
though not without subsequent misrepresentation of its aims —         
counter-establishment economics will be shortened to      
counter-economics," Konkin explains. 

In this unfinished work, Konkin gives a clear definition for what           
exactly is meant by counter-economics: 

Counter-Economics is the theory and practice of all human         
action neither accepted by the State nor involving any         
initiatory violence or threat of violence. 

Of course, the emphasis on human action that does not involve           
initiatory violence or the threat thereof, is part and parcel to           
modern American Libertarian theory. Konkin takes it a step further          
by inciting readers to ignore and actively break the law when it            
does not involve initiating violence or coercion. This distinction         
between legal – as defined by the State – and moral is necessary. 

Every year the State creates thousands of arbitrary laws based on           
the whims of politicians without regard to the morality of such           
laws. This has led to the endless violence of the "War on Drugs"             
and the "War on Terror," ad nauseam. Although the Drug War           
appears to be waning (largely due to the counter-economic,         
underground economy), there are still millions of victims who have          
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been locked away for doing nothing more than ingesting or selling           
substances banned by the State. Again, the State cannot point to           
a victim in the vast majority of these scenarios. Instead, the           
people are expected to kneel, bow, and kiss the ring simply           
because of proclamations made by out-of-touch politicians. SEK3        
called for an outright rebellion against this state of mind. 

"The counter-economist lumps all non-coercive acts (and free        
acts in general) on one side as Counter-Economics; the acts of           
coercion and their economic consequences (Establishment      
economics) are lumped on the other," he writes. "Everybody —          
even regulators and thieves — acts counter-economically at        
times. In fact, everybody must act countereconomically. Why is         
this the case? It’s the case because the planet is regulated by            
government everywhere to the point where survival is impossible         
without breaking laws." 

Konkin also outlines the role of the counter-economy in helping to           
bring about the collapse the Soviet Union and in combating the           
prohibition of other restrictive, authoritarian States. He was truly         
ahead of his time in recognizing the value and power of the            
unregulated, untaxed counter-economy. The Soviet Union      
struggled to put a lid on the massive economic exchanges taking           
place "under the table" in the black and grey markets. Of course,            
from the Agorist point of view, the black and grey markets are            
simply markets that have been freed from State regulation. 

"Excluding murder ‘contracts,’ con games, ‘protection’ rackets,       
burglaries, muggings, and hijackings, what is called the black         
market in most countries is really the Counter-Economy," Konkin         
explains. "From black-market baby adoptions to black-market       
money-changing, smuggling of goods and illegal immigrants,       
gambling and unlicensed bookmaking on forbidden bets, even        
running Bibles behind the Iron Curtain (in the 80s) or into           
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fundamentalist Islamic states in the 21st century are ‘black’ acts,          
yet non-violent and counter-economic." 

The grey market is composed of transactions which are not          
explicitly prohibited, but done in a method which is illegal or           
frowned upon. For example, paying cash for a service and not           
putting it on the books to avoid taxes is grey market. Kickbacks to             
avoid price controls is grey market. Swapping and bartering         
without official reporting of the transaction is grey market. 

Konkin also further emphasized that his philosophy of Agorism         
and strategy of counter-economics were explicitly anti-political. 

There are political parties espousing total free enterprise,        
from the large Progress Party of Denmark to the tiny          
Libertarian Party in the U.S. and Canada. But should these          
parties ever actually dismantle the government, they would        
not put the practicing counter-economists in power, for they         
are already in “power.” They not only don’t need the State,           
they thrive on defying it. 

From my perspective, one of the most important aspects of          
Konkin's final work is his desire to flesh out arguments against the            
psychological manipulation and propaganda of the State which        
has conditioned most people to feel wrong when they are          
breaking the law. Through the State indoctrination centers (aka         
public schools) the people have been conditioned to believe they          
should feel a sense of guilt if they do not report all of their income               
or make a voluntary exchange that does not involve feeding the           
government's tax machine. A major goal of all Agorists should be           
to eliminate the psychological manipulation which prevents most        
of society from taking their first step into the counter-economy. 

The most dangerous idea of radical libertarianism is not any          
of these voluntary alternatives to the state apparatus. Most         
dangerous is the moral idea that non-compliance with the         
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State is good; one should not feel guilty of breaking the law            
to do what one wishes, one should feel proud! 

I highly recommend reading Samuel Konkin's final work and         
diving into this outline as well. There are many nuggets of wisdom            
that might have been lost to history forever had Victor Koman not            
taken the time to share this important exposition with the world. It            
is unfortunate that SEK3 was unable to finish this work in his            
lifetime; however, there may be a light at the end of this tunnel. 

I have decided to release my own updated version of Konkin's           
third book later this year. I am taking the finished chapters of            
Konkin's final work and updating them for the digital age with           
fresh evidence in support of the power of counter-economics and          
tips on building counter-economic communities. I also plan to ask          
important questions for anyone trying to avoid the increasingly         
watchful eyes of the State. 

What does it mean to be a counter-economist in the Age of The             
Surveillance State? How can one participate in the underground         
economy when Big Brother is always watching? Will it be possible           
to starve the State once the State implements mandatory social          
credit scores? 

I hope to answer these questions and more in my work,           
Counter-Economics for the Digital Age: A Guide to Blackmarket         
Entrepreneurship. Stay tuned to Counter Markets for updates. 
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

 

Price action remained relatively calm in January. Bitcoin started         
out the year close to the $3700 level, and quickly moved up to just              
under $4100 within a few days. After that, the price gradually           
tapered off to the $3400 level where we currently sit.  

On the news front, we’ve heard that the launch of Bakkt (the            
bitcoin futures contract backed by physical Bitcoin delivery) has         
been delayed yet again. It was delayed in December, and now           
again in January. Apparently the government shutdown affected        
the SEC’s and the CFTC’s ability to issue the rules necessary for            
the product to launch. Now that things are up and running again,            
this should be coming down the pipe very soon.  

Once ICE launches this product, the first globally recognized, fully          
regulated, institutional grade custodian will be available for money         
managers to hold their Bitcoin with. Bakkt is expected to deliver           
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excess Bitcoin liquidity, the ability for traders to hedge, price          
transparency, and a regulatory-compliant exchange. All of these        
solutions are expected to open the gateway to a variety of           
Bitcoin-related financial instruments. 

In addition to development on the institutional side, the actual use           
of Bitcoin is increasing dramatically as well. Back in July of 2018,            
we saw about 200k transactions per day on the Bitcoin          
blockchain. Today we’re at about 300k per day, so we’ve seen a            
50% increase in daily transactions, while price has been tanking.          
So despite the nominal value taking a big hit, Bitcoin is catching            
on and daily usage is growing rapidly. 

As far as future price goes, many traders are expecting Bitcoin to            
test the recent low at $3200 and successfully hold it before it can             
move substantially higher. We’re not too far off the mark right           
now, so a re-test of the lows could come any day now. If we              
manage to hold it and move higher, that could be the only catalyst             
we need to set off a new wave of speculative buying. On the other              
hand, should the $3200 level break, we’d need to see a new            
support level form and hold steady. Which way things go is           
anyone’s guess at this point.  

One thing that’s for sure is no large-scale financial institutions          
have scaled back their involvement in Bitcoin or cryptocurrency         
trading offerings. Goldman, Chase, Fidelity, TD Ameritrade,       
Citibank, Nasdaq, ICE, and more are all charging full-steam         
ahead despite the latest prices and overall market sentiment.  

The last bull market in crypto was driven by about 3% of the             
world’s population. Once the doors are open to everyday         
investors and professional money managers, we should see a         
new bull market with a broad participation level; one that’s many           
times greater than the tiny group responsible for the last bull run. 
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For those of you who don’t own any Bitcoin, we suggest using            
Coinbase to take your first position.  

Be careful with your position sizing; don’t invest more than you’re           
comfortable losing. Also expect major volatility, with possible price         
swings of 50% or more in a matter of days.  

 

Silver Update 

 

The December breakout in silver continued throughout January,        
with prices popping above $16 briefly. The month started around          
the $15.75 level, traded down to about $15.30, then moved          
sharply higher to about $16.10 by the start of Feb. Since then,            
prices have pulled back a little to the $15.85 level. Gold is            
showing similar moves, popping above $1300 last month.  

The price action here shows that the precious metals market is           
coming back to life. After close to a year of nothing but            
range-bound trading and slow price declines, we have        
back-to-back breakout months. It won’t take much of a move for           
silver to break through $17 now; and if that happens, we’re           
looking at a new 1-year high.  

The news cycle on the equities market has shifted recently, and           
suddenly everyone in the financial industry thinks it’s time to be           
cautious. There’s the trade war with China, increased interest         
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rates, the never-ending political battles, and lots of worry about          
consumer debt and student loan bubbles unwinding. These        
potential calamities either get hyped up by the media, or          
completely ignored, depending on what the news cycle of the          
week is. For now, fear is what’s being talked about with mention            
of an economic contraction being on the way; and as a result gold             
and silver are seeing a lot more demand than before.  

Interestingly enough, the equities markets have actually done        
very well in the past month, with the Dow moving back up above             
25k, tacking on close to 10% in the past month. With the move             
higher, we’ve also seen increased fear and overall volatility,         
though, which are both significant catalysts for the gold and silver           
buyers.  

While prices have seen back-to-back breakout months here, the         
overall turnaround is still in its infancy. These breakouts are very           
small, nothing compared to taking out the $20 level, which is           
about the 5-year high for silver. There’s still a lot more room to go              
on the upside here. If you didn’t buy any silver in the $14 - $15               
range, the $16 price level is still a perfectly good one to establish             
a position.  

For those of you who don’t own any silver, you can find great             
prices from a trusted supplier at Money Metals Exchange. 
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SNEAK PEEK at next issue (April 5th 2019) 

TRENDS & FORECASTING 

Artificial Intelligence Trends That Are Shaping The World In 2019 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Physical Product e-Commerce and Amazon FBA 

WEALTH 

Why Bitcoin is Valuable 

BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

Not a member? 

Click HERE to Join Counter Markets! 
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DISCLAIMER 

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The          
information contained here is for educational and entertainment        
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into          
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a            
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make         
costs higher for subscribers. 
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